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Abstract. We developed Græmlin 2.0, a new multiple network aligner
with (1) a novel scoring function that can use arbitrary features of a
multiple network alignment, such as protein deletions, protein duplica-
tions, protein mutations, and interaction losses; (2) a parameter learning
algorithm that uses a training set of known network alignments to learn
parameters for our scoring function and thereby adapt it to any set of
networks; and (3) an algorithm that uses our scoring function to find
approximate multiple network alignments in linear time.

We tested Græmlin 2.0’s accuracy on protein interaction networks
from IntAct, DIP, and the Stanford Network Database. We show that, on
each of these datasets, Græmlin 2.0 has higher sensitivity and specificity
than existing network aligners. Græmlin 2.0 is available under the GNU
public license at http://graemlin.stanford.edu.

1 Introduction

This paper describes Græmlin 2.0, a multiple network aligner with a novel scoring
function, a fully automatic algorithm that learns the scoring function’s parame-
ters, and an algorithm that uses the scoring function to align multiple networks
in linear time. Græmlin 2.0 significantly increases accuracy when aligning pro-
tein interaction networks and aids network alignment users by automatically
adapting alignment algorithms to any network dataset.

Network alignment compares interaction networks of different species [1]. An
interaction network contains nodes, which represent genes, proteins, or other
molecules, as well as edges between nodes, which represent interactions. By
comparing networks, network alignment finds conserved biological modules or
pathways [2,3]. Because conserved modules are usually functionally important,
network alignment research growth [1] has paralleled interaction network dataset
growth [4,5].

Network alignment algorithms use a scoring function and a search algorithm.
The scoring function assigns a numerical value to network alignments—high
values indicate conservation. The search algorithm searches the set of possible
network alignments for the highest scoring network alignment.
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Most network alignment research has focused on pairwise network alignment
search algorithms. PathBLAST uses a randomized dynamic programming algo-
rithm to find conserved pathways [6] and uses a greedy algorithm to find con-
served protein complexes [7]. MaWISh formulates network alignment as a max-
imum weight induced subgraph problem [8]. MetaPathwayHunter uses a graph
matching algorithm to find inexact matches to a query pathway in a network
database [9], and QNet exactly aligns query networks with bounded tree width
[10]. Other network alignment algorithms use ideas behind Google’s PageRank
algorithm [11] or cast network alignment as an Integer Quadratic Programming
problem [12]. Two network aligners can perform multiple network alignment.
NetworkBLAST extends PathBLAST to align three species simultaneously [13].
Græmlin 1.0 can align more than 10 species at once [14].

Scoring function research has focused on various models of network evolution.
MaWISh [8] scores alignments with a duplication-divergence model for protein
evolution. Berg et. al. [15] perform Bayesian network alignment and model net-
work evolution with interaction gains and losses as well as protein sequence
divergences. Hirsh et. al. [16] model protein complex evolution with interaction
gains and losses as well as protein duplications.

Despite these advances, scoring functions still have several limitations. First,
existing scoring functions cannot automatically adapt to multiple network
datasets. Because networks have different edge densities and noise levels, which
depend on the experiments or integration methods used to obtain the networks,
parameters that align one set of networks accurately might align another set of
networks inaccurately.

Second, existing scoring functions use only sequence similarity, interaction
conservation, and protein duplications to compute scores. As scoring functions
use additional features such as protein deletions and paralog interaction conser-
vation, parameters become harder to hand-tune.

Finally, existing evolutionary scoring functions do not apply to multiple net-
work alignment. Existing multiple network aligners either have no evolutionary
model (NetworkBLAST) or use heuristic parameter choices with no evolutionary
basis (Græmlin 1.0).

In this paper, we first present a scoring function that addresses these limita-
tions. We next present an algorithm that uses a training set of known alignments
to automatically learn parameters for our scoring function. We then present an
algorithm that uses our scoring function to perform approximate global net-
work alignment in linear time. Finally, we present benchmarks comparing Græm-
lin 2.0, a new multiple network aligner that includes these three pieces, to existing
network aligners.

2 Methods

2.1 Network Alignment Formulation

The input to multiple network alignment is d networks G1, . . . , Gd. Each network
represents a different species and contains a set of nodes Vi and a set of edges
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Fig. 1. A network alignment is an equivalence relation. In this example, four protein
interaction networks are input to multiple alignment. A network alignment partitions
proteins into equivalence classes (indicated by boxes).

Ei linking pairs of nodes. One common type of network is a protein interaction
network, in which nodes represent proteins and edges represent interactions,
either direct or indirect, between proteins.

A multiple network alignment is an equivalence relation a over the nodes
V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vd. An equivalence relation is transitive and partitions V into
a set of disjoint equivalence classes [14]. A local alignment is a relation over a
subset of the nodes in V ; a global alignment [11] is a relation over all nodes in V .
Figure 1 shows an example of an alignment of four protein interaction networks.

Network alignments have a biological interpretation. Nodes in the same equiv-
alence class are functionally orthologous [17]. The subset of nodes in a local
alignment represents a conserved module [2] or pathway.

A scoring function for network alignment is a map s : A → R, where A is the
set of potential network alignments of G1, . . . , Gd. The global network alignment
problem is to find the highest-scoring global network alignment. The local network
alignment problem is to find a set of maximally-scoring local network alignments.

In this paper, we restrict attention to global network alignment. Many ideas
that apply to global network alignment also apply to local alignment. In addition,
a local alignment algorithm can use global network alignment as a first step and
then segment the global alignment into a set of local alignments [6,7].

2.2 Scoring Function

General Definition. Our scoring function computes “features” [18,19] of a net-
work alignment. Formally, we define a vector-valued feature function f : A → R

n,
which maps a global alignment to a numerical feature vector. More specifically,
we define a node feature function fN that maps equivalence classes to a feature
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vector and an edge feature function fE that maps pairs of equivalence classes to
a feature vector. We then define

f(a) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑
[x]∈a

fN ([x])

∑
[x],[y]∈a
[x] �=[y]

fE([x], [y])

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1)

with the first sum over all equivalence classes in the alignment a and the second
sum over all pairs of equivalence classes in a.

Given a numerical parameter vector w, the score of an alignment a is s(a) =
w · f(a). The parameter learning problem is to find w. We discuss our parameter
learning algorithm below.

The feature function isolates the biological meaning of network alignment.
Our learning and alignment algorithms make no further biological assumptions.
Furthermore, one can define a feature function for any kind of network. Our scor-
ing function therefore applies to any set of networks, regardless of the meaning
of nodes and edges.

Implementation for Protein Interaction Networks. We implemented a
feature function that computes evolutionary events. We first describe our fea-
ture function for the special case of pairwise network alignment (the align-
ment of two networks), and we then generalize our feature function to multiple

Given an alignment and a 
phylogenetic tree...

.22.2

.467

.7

.89

Edge features for
each pair of equivalence classes

E. coli V. cholerae C. crescentus H. pylori

Node features for
each equivalence class

C1B2A1 B1

Paralog Mutation
based on (B1,B2) BLAST

bitscore

Edge Deletion
No edge in C. crescentus

Protein Deletion
no protein in H. pylori

Protein Duplication
two proteins in V. cholerae

Protein Mutation
based on BLAST bitscores 
(C1,A1), (C1,B1), (C1,B2)

Paralog Edge Deletion
Edge present in only one of 

two V. cholerae paralogs

Fig. 2. Alignment feature functions compute evolutionary events. This figure shows
the set of evolutionary events that our node and edge feature functions compute. We
use a phylogenetic tree with branch lengths to determine the events. The appendix
gives precise definitions of the evolutionary events.
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network alignment. Figure 2 illustrates the evolutionary events our feature func-
tion computes.

Our pairwise node feature function computes the occurrence of the following
four evolutionary events between the species in an equivalence class:

– Protein deletion is the loss of a protein in one of the two species.
– Protein duplication is the duplication of a protein in one of the two species.
– Protein mutation is the divergence in sequence of two proteins in different

species.
– Paralog mutation is the divergence in sequence of two proteins in the same

species.

Our pairwise edge feature function computes the occurrence of the following
two evolutionary events between the species in a pair of equivalence classes:

– Edge deletion is the loss of an interaction between two pairs of proteins in
different species.

– Paralog edge deletion is the loss of an interaction between two pairs of pro-
teins in the same species.

The value of each event is one if the event occurs and zero if it does not. The
entries in the feature vector are the values of the events.

We take two steps to generalize these pairwise feature functions to multiple
network alignment. First, we use a phylogenetic tree to relate species and then
sum pairwise feature functions over pairs of species adjacent in the tree, including
ancestral species. Second, we modify the feature functions to include evolutionary
distance.

Our pairwise feature functions generalize to ancestral species pairs. We first
compute species weight vectors [20] for each ancestral species. Each species
weight vector contains numerical weights that represent the similarity of each
extant species to the ancestral species. We use these species weight vectors, to-
gether with the proteins in the equivalence class, to approximate the ancestral
proteins in the equivalence class. We then compute pairwise feature functions
between the approximate ancestral proteins. The appendix describes the exact
procedure.

In addition, our pairwise feature functions generalize to include evolutionary
distance. We augment the feature function by introducing a new feature fi × b,
where b is the distance between the species pair, for each original feature fi.
Effectively, this transformation allows features to have linear dependencies on b.
Additional terms such as fi×b2, fi×b3, . . . have more complex dependencies on b.

The appendix contains precise definitions of our feature function, as well as
precise definitions of all evolutionary events.

2.3 Parameter Learning Algorithm

Inputs. Our algorithm to find w requires a training set of known alignments.
The training set is a collection of m training examples; each training example i

specifies a set of networks {G(i) = G
(i)
1 , . . . G

(i)
d } and their correct alignment a(i).
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Our learning algorithm requires a loss function Δ : A × A → R
+. By def-

inition, Δ(a(i), a) must be 0 when a(i) = a and positive when a(i) �= a [21].
Intuitively, Δ(a(i), a) measures the distance of an alignment a from the train-
ing alignment a(i); the learned parameter vector should therefore assign higher
scores to alignments with smaller loss function values.

To train parameters for our feature function, we used a training set of KEGG
Ortholog (KO) groups [22]. Each training example contained the networks from
a set of species, with nodes removed that did not have a KO group. The correct
alignment contained an equivalence class for each KO group.

We also defined a loss function that grows as alignments diverge from the
correct alignment a(i). More specifically, let [x]a(i) denote the equivalence class
of x ∈ V (i) =

⋃
j V

(i)
j in a(i) and [x]a denote the equivalence class of x in a. We

define Δ(a(i), a) =
∑

x∈V (i) |[x]a \ [x]a(i) |, where A \ B denotes the set difference
between A and B. This loss function is proportional to the number of nodes
aligned in a that are not aligned in the correct alignment a(i).

We experimented with the natural opposite of this loss function – the number
of nodes aligned in the correct alignment a(i) that are not aligned in a. As
expected, this alternate loss function resulted in a scoring function that aligned
more nodes. We found empirically, however, that our original loss function was
more accurate.

Theory. We pose parameter learning as a maximum margin structured learning
problem. We find a parameter vector that solves the following convex program
[21]:

min
w,ξ1,...,ξm

λ

2
||w||2 +

1
m

m∑
i=1

ξi

s.t. ∀i, a ∈ A(i),w · f(a(i)) + ξi ≥ w · f(a) + Δ(a(i), a).

The constraints in this convex program encourage the learned w to satisfy a
set of conditions: each training alignment a(i) should score higher than all other
alignments a by at least Δ(a(i), a). The slack variables ξi are penalties for each
unsatisfied condition. The objective function is the sum of the penalties with a
regularization term that prevents overfitting. Given the low risk of overfitting the
few free parameters in our model, we set λ = 0 for convenience. In more complex
models with richer feature sets, overfitting can be substantially more severe
when the amount of training data is limited; employing effective regularization
techniques in such cases is a topic for future research.

We can show [21] that this constrained convex program is equivalent to the
unconstrained minimization problem

c(w) =
1
m

m∑
i=1

r(i)(w) +
λ

2
||w||2 , (2)

where r(i)(w) = maxa∈A(i)

(
w · f(a) + Δ(a(i), a)

)
− w · f(a(i)).
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This objective function is convex but nondifferentiable [21]. We can therefore
minimize it with subgradient descent [23], an extension of gradient descent to
nondifferentiable objective functions.

A subgradient of equation (2) is [21]

λw +
1
m

m∑
i=1

(
f(a(i)

∗ ) − f(a(i))
)
,

where a
(i)
∗ = arg maxa∈A(i) w · f(a) + Δ(a(i), a) is the optimal alignment, deter-

mined by the loss function Δ(a(i), a) and current w, of G(i).

Algorithm. Based on these ideas, our learning algorithm performs subgradient
descent. It starts with w = 0. Then, it iteratively computes the subgradient g
of equation (2) at the current parameter vector w and updates w ← w − αg,
where α is the learning rate. The algorithm stops when it performs 100 iterations
that do not reduce the objective function. We set the learning rate to a small
constant (α = 0.05).

The algorithm for finding argmaxa∈A(i) w · f(a) + Δ(a(i), a) is the inference
algorithm. It is a global alignment algorithm with a scoring function augmented
by Δ. Below we present an efficient approximate global alignment algorithm that
we use as an approximate inference algorithm.

Our learning algorithm has an intuitive interpretation. At each iteration it uses
the loss function Δ and the current w to compute the optimal alignment. It then
decreases the score of features with higher values in the optimal alignment than
in the training example and increases the score of features with lower values in

Learn({G
(i)
1 , . . . , G

(i)
d , a(i)}m

i=1 : training set , α : learning rate , λ : regularization )
1 var w ← 0 // the current parameter vector
2 var c∗ ← ∞ // a measure of progress
3 var w∗ ← w // the best parameter vector so far
4 while c∗ updated in last 100 iterations
5 do
6 var g ← 0 // the current subgradient
7 var c = 0 // the current objective function
8 for i = 1 : m
9 do // sum over all training examples

10 var a
(i)
∗ = Align(G(i)

1 , . . . , G
(i)
d ,w, Δ)

11 g ← g + f(a(i)
∗ ) − f(a(i)) // update the subgradient

12 c ← c + w · f(a(i)
∗ ) + Δ(a(i), a

(i)
∗ ) − w · f(a(i)) // update the margin

13 g ← 1
m

g − λw; c ← 1
m

c + λ
2 ||w||2 // add in regularization

14 if c < c∗
15 then
16 c∗ ← c;w∗ = w // update the best parameter vector so far
17 w ← w − αg // update current parameter vector
18 return w∗

Fig. 3. Our parameter learning algorithm
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the optimal alignment than in the training example. Figure 3 shows our learning
algorithm.

Our learning algorithm also has performance guarantees. If the inference al-
gorithm is exact, and if the learning rate is constant, our learning algorithm
converges at a linear rate to a small region surrounding the optimal w [24,21].
A bound on convergence with an approximate inference algorithm is a topic for
further research.

2.4 Global Alignment Algorithm

Our global alignment algorithm serves two roles. It finds the highest scoring
global alignment once the optimal parameter vector has been learned, and it
performs inference as part of our learning algorithm.

We implemented a local hillclimbing algorithm for global alignment [25]. Our
alignment algorithm is approximate but efficient in practice. It requires that the
alignment feature function decomposes into node and edge feature functions as
in equation (1).

Our alignment algorithm (Figure 4) iteratively performs updates of a current
alignment. The initial alignment contains every node in a separate equivalence
class. Our algorithm then proceeds in a series of iterations. During each iteration,
it processes each node and evaluates a series of moves for each node:

– Leave the node alone.
– Create a new equivalence class with only the node.
– Move the node to another equivalence class.
– Merge the entire equivalence class of the node with another equivalence class.

For each move, our algorithm computes the alignment score before and after
the move and performs the move that increases the score the most. Once our
algorithm has processed each node, it begins a new iteration. It stops when an
iteration does not increase the alignment score.

Our alignment algorithm performs inference as part of our learning algorithm.
It can use any scoring function that decomposes as in equation (1). Therefore,
to perform inference, we need only augment the scoring function with a loss
function Δ that also decomposes into node and edge feature functions. The loss
function presented above has this property.

Our alignment algorithm depends on the set of candidate equivalence classes
to which processed nodes can move. As a heuristic, it considers as candidates
only equivalence classes with a node that has homology (BLAST [26] e-value
< 10−5) to the processed node.

Our alignment algorithm also depends on the order in which it processes
nodes. As a heuristic, it uses node scores—the scoring function with the edge
feature function set to zero—to order nodes. For each node, our algorithm com-
putes the node score change when it moves the node to each candidate equiv-
alence class. It saves the maximum node score change for each node and then
considers nodes in order of decreasing maximum node score change.

In practice, our alignment algorithm runs in linear time. To align networks
with n total nodes and m total edges, our algorithm has b iterations that each
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Align(G1, . . . , Gd : set of networks ,w : parameter vector , Δ : optional loss function )
1 var a ← an alignment with one equivalence class per node
2 while true
3 do
4 var δt = 0 // the total change in score of this iteration
5 for each node p ∈

S
i Gi

6 do
7 var δ∗ ← 0 // best score
8 var o∗ ← undef // best move
9 for each move o of node p

10 do
11 var at ← o(a) // alignment after move o
12 δ ← w · f(at) + Δ(at) −

`
w · f(a) + Δ(a)

´
// change in score after move o

13 if δ > δ∗

14 then
15 δ∗ = δ; o∗ = o // new best move
16 a ← o∗(a) // do best move on alignment
17 δt ← δt + δ∗ // update total change in score of this iteration
18 if δt = 0
19 then break
20 return w

Fig. 4. Our global alignment algorithm

process n nodes. For each node our algorithm computes the change in score
when it moves the node to, on average, C candidate classes. Because the feature
function decomposes as in equation (1), to perform each score computation our
algorithm needs only to examine the candidate class, the node’s old class, and the
two classes’ neighbors. Its running time is therefore O(bC(n + m)). Empirically,
b is usually a small constant (less than 10). While C can be large, our algorithm
runs faster if it only considers candidate classes with high homology to the
processed node (BLAST e-value 	 10−5.)

3 Results

Experimental Setup. We tested our aligner on three different network datasets:
IntAct [27], DIP [28], and the Stanford Network Database [29] (SNDB). We ran
pairwise alignments of the human and mouse IntAct networks, yeast and fly DIP
networks,Escherichia coli K12 andSalmonella typhimurium LT2SNDBnetworks,
and E. coli and Caulobacter crescentus SNDB networks. We also ran a three-way
alignment of the yeast, worm, and fly DIP networks, and a six-way alignment of
E. coli, S. typhimurium, Vibrio cholerae, Campylobacter jejuni NCTC 11168, He-
licobacter pylori 26695, and C. crescentus SNDB networks.

We used KO groups [22] for our alignment comparison metrics. To compute
each metric, we first removed all nodes in the alignment without a KO group
and we then removed all equivalence classes with only one node. We then defined
an equivalence class as correct if every node in it had the same KO group.

To measure specificity, we computed two metrics:

1. the fraction of equivalence classes that were correct (Ceq)
2. the fraction of nodes that were in correct equivalence classes (Cnode)
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To measure sensitivity, we computed two metrics:

1. the total number of nodes that were in correct equivalence classes (Cor)
2. the number of equivalence classes that contained k species, for k = 2, . . . , n

We used cross validation to test Græmlin 2.0. For each set of networks, we
partitioned the KO groups into ten equal sized test sets. For each test set, we
trained Græmlin 2.0 on the KO groups not in the test set as described in the
Methods section. We then aligned the networks and computed our metrics on
only the KO groups in the test set. Our final numbers for a set of networks were
the average of our metrics over the ten test sets.

To limit biases we used cross validation to test all aligners. For aligners other
than Græmlin 2.0 we aligned the networks only one time. However, we did not
compute our metrics on all KO groups at once; instead, we computed our metrics
separately for each test set and then averaged the numbers.

As a final check that our test and training sets were independent, we com-
puted similar metrics using Gene Ontology (GO) categories [30,13] instead of
KO groups. We do not report the results of these tests because they showed no
change in the relative performance of the aligners.

We compared Græmlin 2.0 to the local aligners NetworkBLAST1 [13], MaW-
ISh [8], and Græmlin 1.0 [14], as well as the global aligner IsoRank [11] and
a global aligner (Græmlin-global) that used our new alignment algorithm with
Græmlin 1.0’s scoring function.

While we simultaneously compared Græmlin 2.0 to IsoRank and Græmlin-
global, we compared Græmlin 2.0 to each local aligner separately. Local aligners
may have lower sensitivity than global aligners simply because local aligners
only consider nodes in conserved modules while global aligners consider all nodes.
Therefore, for each comparison to a local aligner, we removed equivalence classes
in Græmlin 2.0’s output that did not contain a node in the local aligner’s output.

Performance Comparisons. Table 1 shows that Græmlin 2.0 is the most
specific aligner. Across all datasets, it produces both the highest fraction of
correct equivalence classes as well as the highest fraction of nodes in correct
equivalence classes.

Table 2 shows that Græmlin 2.0 is also the most sensitive aligner. In the SNDB
pairwise alignments, Græmlin 2.0 and IsoRank produce the most number of
nodes in correct equivalence classes. In the other tests, Græmlin 2.0 produces
the most number of nodes in correct equivalence classes.

Figure 5 shows that Græmlin 2.0 also finds more cross-species conservation
than Græmlin 1.0 and Græmlin-global. Relative to Græmlin 1.0 and Græmlin-
global, Græmlin 2.0 produces two to five times as many equivalence classes with
four, five, and six species.

1 We used the latest C++ version of NetworkBLAST available at the time of writing,
dated Dec. 1, 2007. For the eukaryotic networks, the number of homologs was too
large for this version, so we used an older Java implementation, NBlast-0.5. On the
SNDB data, the two versions produced virtually identical results.
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Table 1. Græmlin 2.0 has higher specificity. As described in the text, we measured
the fraction of correct equivalence classes (Ceq) and the fraction of nodes in correct
equivalence classes (Cnode). We compared Græmlin 2.0 (Gr2.0) to NetworkBLAST
(NB), MaWISh (MW), Græmlin 1.0 (Gr), IsoRank (Iso), and Græmlin-global (GrG).
Abbreviations: eco = E. coli ; stm = S. typhimurium; cce = C. crescentus; hsa = human;
mmu = mouse; sce = yeast; dme = fly.

SNDB IntAct DIP
eco/stm eco/cce 6-way hsa/mmu sce/dme 3-way

Ceq Cnode Ceq Cnode Ceq Cnode Ceq Cnode Ceq Cnode Ceq Cnode

Local aligner comparisons
NB 0.77 0.49 0.78 0.50 – – 0.33 0.06 0.39 0.14 – –

Gr2.0 0.95 0.94 0.79 0.78 – – 0.83 0.81 0.58 0.58 – –
MW 0.84 0.64 0.77 0.54 – – 0.59 0.36 0.45 0.37 – –
Gr2.0 0.97 0.96 0.77 0.76 – – 0.88 0.86 0.90 0.91 – –
Gr 0.80 0.77 0.69 0.64 0.76 0.67 0.59 0.53 0.33 0.29 0.23 0.15

Gr2.0 0.96 0.95 0.82 0.81 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.61 0.61 0.57 0.57
Global aligner comparisons

GrG 0.86 0.86 0.72 0.72 0.80 0.81 0.64 0.64 0.68 0.68 0.71 0.71
Iso 0.91 0.91 0.65 0.65 – – 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.63 – –

Gr2.0 0.96 0.96 0.78 0.78 0.87 0.87 0.81 0.80 0.73 0.73 0.76 0.76

Table 2. Græmlin 2.0 has higher sensitivity. We measured the number of nodes in
correct equivalence classes (Cor), as described in the text. To show the number of
nodes considered in each local aligner comparison, we also measured the number of
nodes aligned by each local aligner (Tot). Methodology and abbreviations are the same
as in Table 1.

SNDB IntAct DIP
eco/stm eco/cce 6-way hsa/mmu sce/dme 3-way
Cor Tot Cor Tot Cor Tot Cor Tot Cor Tot Cor Tot

Local aligner comparisons
NB 457 1016 346 697 – – 65 1010 43 306 – –

Gr2.0 627 447 – 258 155 –
MW 1309

2050
458

841
–

–
87

241
10

27
–

–Gr2.0 1611 553 – 181 20 –
Gr 985 1286 546 847 1524 2287 108 203 35 122 27 180

Gr2.0 1157 608 2216 151 75 86
Global aligner comparisons

GrG 1496
–

720
–

2388
–

268
–

384
–

564
–Iso 2026 1014 – 306 534 –

Gr2.0 2024 1012 3578 350 637 827

These results suggest that a network aligner’s scoring function is more impor-
tant than its search algorithm. Græmlin 2.0 performs better than existing align-
ers, despite its simple search algorithm, because of its accurate scoring function.
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Fig. 5. Græmlin 2.0 finds more cross-species conservation. We counted the number of
equivalence classes that contained k species for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 as described in the text.
We compared Græmlin 2.0 (Gr2.0) to Græmlin 1.0 (Gr) and a global aligner (GrG)
that used our new alignment algorithm with Græmlin 1.0’s scoring function. We ran
the six-way alignment described in the text.

For pairwise alignment, Græmlin 2.0, MaWISh, Græmlin 1.0, and Græmlin-
global each ran for less than a minute, while NetworkBLAST and IsoRank ran
for over an hour. For each pairwise alignment training run, Græmlin 2.0 ran for
under ten minutes. On the six-way alignment, Græmlin 2.0, Græmlin 1.0, and
Græmlin-global each ran for under three minutes, and Græmlin 2.0 trained in
under forty-five minutes.

4 Discussion

In this paper we presented Græmlin 2.0, a multiple network aligner with a new
feature-based scoring function, an algorithm that automatically learns the scor-
ing function’s parameters, and an algorithm that uses the scoring function to
approximately align multiple networks in linear time. We implemented Græm-
lin 2.0 for protein interaction network alignment, with a feature function that
computes evolutionary events. Græmlin 2.0 has higher accuracy than existing
network alignment algorithms across multiple network datasets.

Græmlin 2.0 allows users to easily apply network alignment to their network
datasets. Our learning algorithm automatically learns parameters specific to
any set of networks. In contrast, existing alignment algorithms require manual
recalibration to adjust parameters to different datasets.

Græmlin 2.0 also extends in principle beyond protein interaction network
alignment. As more experimental data gathers and network integration algo-
rithms improve, network datasets with multiple data types will appear, such as
regulatory networks with directed edges and metabolic networks with chemi-
cal compounds [31]. With redefined feature functions, our scoring function and
parameter learning algorithm apply to these kinds of networks.

Future research can analyze our learning algorithm. In particular, Græm-
lin 2.0 might yield better results with a different learning rate or more robust
convergence criteria.
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Future research can also extend our approach to local alignment. One option is
to segment a global alignment into a set of local alignments. With an appropriate
feature function and inference algorithm, our learning algorithm can learn a
scoring function for segmentation.
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A Feature Function Definition

This section presents precise definitions of our feature function and the evolu-
tionary events that our feature function computes.

We define evolutionary events for possibly ancestral species. We assume that
we have n extant species 1, . . . , n and m ancestral species n + 1, . . . , n + m,2 all
related by a phylogenetic tree.

Each species i ∈ [1 : n + m] is represented by a species weight vector si ∈
R

n, where
∑n

j=1 si
j = 1 and si

j represents the similarity of species j ∈ [1 : n]
to species i. We can use a phylogenetic tree to compute the weight vectors
efficiently [20,32]. Each extant species j ∈ [1 : n] has a species weight vector
[sj

1 = 0, . . . , sj
j−1 = 0, sj

j = 1, sj
j+1 = 0, . . . , sj

n = 0].

We denote an equivalence class [x] as a set of proteins
⋃n

i=1 Π
[x]
i , where Π

[x]
i

is the projection of [x] to species i.

A.1 Node Feature Function

We compute the node feature function fN for an equivalence class [x] as follows.
First, we compute events for species r at the phylogenetic tree root.

Protein Present. We define p ∈ R
n as pi = 1 if Π

[x]
i �= ∅ and 0 otherwise.

– fN
1 = sr · p is the probability that species r has a protein in [x].

– fN
2 = 1 − sr · p is the probability that species r does not have a protein in

[x].

Protein Count. We define c ∈ R
n as ci = |Π [x]

i |, the number of proteins that
species i has in [x].

– fN
3 = sr ·c

sr·p is the expected number of proteins species r has in [x], given that
r has a protein.

– fN
4 = (fN

3 )2

The protein present and protein count features describe the most recent common
ancestor of the extant species in the equivalence class.

Next, we compute events for all pairs of species i, j ∈ [1 : n+m], i �= j adjacent
in the tree.
2 In the appendix, the symbols n and m have different meanings than in the main

text.
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Protein Deletion. We define p(k) = sk · p as the probability that species k
has a protein in [x].

– fN
5 (i, j) = p(i) ×

(
1 − p(j)

)
+

(
1 − p(i)

)
× p(j) is the probability a protein

deletion occurs between species i and j.
– fN

6 (i, j) = p(i) × p(j) is the probability a protein deletion does not occur
between species i and j.

Protein Duplication. We define c(k) = sk·c
sk·p as the expected numbers of

proteins that species k has in [x].

– fN
7 (i, j) = |c(i) − c(j)| is the expected number of proteins gained between

species i and j.

Protein Mutation. We define a species pair weight matrix Sij ∈ R
n×n as

Sij
kl = si

ksj
l . We define B ∈ R

n×n as

Bkl =
1

|Π [x]
k ||Π [x]

l |

∑

p∈Π
[x]
k

∑

q∈Π
[x]
l

b(p, q)

where b(p, q) is the BLAST bitscore [26] of proteins p and q. Bkl is the average
bitscore among the proteins in species k and l. Bkl equals 0 if either species k
or l has no proteins in [x].

– fN
8 (i, j) = tr(SijT B), the sum of entry-wise products, is the expected bitscore

between the proteins in species i and j.
– fN

9 (i, j) = (fN
8 )2

– fN
10(i, j) = (fN

8 )−1

– fN
11(i, j) = (fN

8 )−2

Features fN
9 through fN

1 1 allow our scoring function to include nonlinear depen-
dencies on the BLAST bitscore of the proteins.

Finally, we compute events for all extant species i ∈ [1 : n].

Paralog Mutation

– fN
12(i) = Bii is the expected average bitscore between a protein in species i

and its paralogs.
– fN

13(i, j) = (fN
12)

2

– fN
14(i, j) = (fN

12)
−1

– fN
14(i, j) = (fN

12)
−2

A.2 Edge Feature Function

We compute the edge feature function fE for equivalence classes [x] and [y] as
follows. First, we compute events for all pairs of species i, j ∈ [1 : n + m], i �= j
adjacent in the tree.
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Edge Deletion. For k ∈ [1 : n], p ∈ Π
[x]
k , q ∈ Π

[y]
k , we define e(k, p, q) = 1 if

there is an edge between p and q and 0 otherwise. We then define e ∈ R
n as

ek =
1

|Π [x]
k ||Π [y]

k |

∑

p∈Π
[x]
k

∑

q∈Π
[y]
k

e(k, p, q)

which represents the average probability that species k has an edge. We define
ek as null if Π

[x]
k or Π

[y]
k is empty. We define

e(l) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1∑
k:ek �=null

ek

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

∑
k:ek �=null

eksl
k l ∈ {i, j}

which represent the probabilities that species i and j have edges.

– fE
1 (i, j) = e(i)×

(
1− e(j)

)
+

(
1− e(i)

)
× e(j) is the probability that an edge

is lost between species i and j.
– fE

2 (i, j) = e(i)∗e(j) is the probability that an edge is not lost between i and
j.

Next, we compute events for all extant species i ∈ [1 : n].

Paralog Edge Deletion. We define ẽ(k, p, q) = 1, for k ∈ [1 : n], p ∈ Π
[x]
k , q ∈

Π
[y]
k as

ẽ(k, p, q) =
1

|Π [x]
k ||Π [y]

k |

∑

p′∈Π
[x]
k

q′∈Π
[y]
k

(p′,q′) �=(p,q)

e(k, p′, q′)

which represents the probability, ignoring p and q, that species k has an edge.

– fE
3 (i) =

∑
p∈Π

[x]
k

∑
q∈Π

[y]
k

(
e(i, p, q)×

(
1−ẽ(i, p, q)

)
+

(
1−e(i, p, q)

)
×ẽ(i, p, q)

)

is the average probability an edge is lost between a pair of proteins in species
i and all other pairs of proteins in species i.

– fE
4 (i) =

∑
p∈Π

[x]
k

∑
q∈Π

[y]
k

e(i, p, q) × ẽ(i, p, q) is the average probability an
edge is not lost between a pair of proteins in species i and all other pairs of
proteins in species i.

For pairwise alignment of two species s and t, the final node feature function
is

fN ([x]) =[
fN
1 , fN

2 , fN
3 , fN

4 , fN
5 (s, t), fN

6 (s, t), fN
7 (s, t), fN

8 (s, t), fN
9 (s, t), fN

10(s, t),

fN
11(s, t), f

N
12(s) + fN

12(t), f
N
13(s) + fN

13(t), f
N
14(s) + fN

14(t), f
N
15(s) + fN

15(t)
]
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and the final edge feature function is

fE([x], [y]) =
[
fE
1 (s, t), fE

2 (s, t), fE
3 (s) + fE

3 (t), fE
4 (s) + fE

4 (t)
]

For multiple alignment, the final node feature function is

fN ([x]) =[
fN
1 , fN

2 , fN
3 , fN

4 ,
∑
(i,j)

fN
5 (i, j),

∑
(i,j)

fN
5 (i, j) × b,

∑
(i,j)

fN
6 (i, j),

∑
(i,j)

fN
6 (i, j) × b,

∑
(i,j)

fN
7 (i, j),

∑
(i,j)

fN
7 (i, j) × b,

∑
(i,j)

fN
8 (i, j),

∑
(i,j)

fN
8 (i, j) × b,

∑
(i,j)

fN
8 (i, j) × b2,

∑
(i,j)

fN
8 (i, j) × b3,

∑
(i,j)

fN
9 (i, j),

∑
(i,j)

fN
9 (i, j) × b,

∑
(i,j)

fN
9 (i, j) × b2,

∑
(i,j)

fN
9 (i, j) × b3,

∑
(i,j)

fN
10(i, j),

∑
(i,j)

fN
10(i, j) × b,

∑
(i,j)

fN
10(i, j) × b2,

∑
(i,j)

fN
10(i, j) × b3,

∑
(i,j)

fN
11(i, j),

∑
(i,j)

fN
11(i, j) × b,

∑
(i,j)

fN
11(i, j) × b2,

∑
(i,j)

fN
11(i, j) × b3,

n∑
i=1

fN
12(i),

n∑
i=1

fN
13(i),

n∑
i=1

fN
14(i),

n∑
i=1

fN
15(i)

]

and the final edge feature function is

fE([x], [y]) =
� �

(i,j)

fE
1 (i, j),

�
(i,j)

fE
1 (i, j) × b,

�
(i,j)

fE
2 (i, j),

�
(i,j)

fE
2 (i, j) × b,

n�
i=1

fE
3 (i),

n�
i=1

fE
4 (i)

�

where the sums over (i, j) are taken over branches of the phylogenetic tree and
the sums i are taken over the leaves of the tree.
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